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ABSTRACT. 
We study in this paper the equilibrium influence of adjustment costs of 
capital on interest rates determination. Considering endogenous interest rates 
in optimal capital accumulation models introduces nonlinearities which together 
with expectations of future variables make the model hard te analyze. We use 
here a solution method that has recently been preposed in the literature, to 
show that the model is able to reproduce sorne of the correlations among output, 
consumption, interest rates and capital that can be observed in actual time 
series data. 
INTRODUCTlON. 
TMe role of adjustment costs in the ~ÉtÉrmination of the optimal 
accumulation path has been emphasized in the economic literature (see 
read.ay [9J and [10J, Gould ¡¡J, Lucas [5J ano Mortenson [6J). In a general 
equilibrium framework, fluctuations in the optimal stock of capital will affect 
as well as be influenced by interest rates. These, in turn, will be 
intertemporally correlated with output and consumption. Such a model could 
therefore be used to explain and interpret a number of dynamic statistical 
properties of real acanomies that have been observed in empirical work (sea 
Litterman and Neiss [4J, among others). 
lnterest rates have however been assumed in previous related wark to be 
constant, or maving in an exogenously given deterministic fashion. A practical 
~Éason for such an assumption is that to make interest rates endogEnou5 
introduces nonlinearities in the modelo Under uncertainty, the simultaneous 
presence of nonlinearities and expeetatians of future variables will preclude 
obtaining a closed form solution to the mndel, making impossible to analytically 
charaeterize the model '5 properties. An alternative is to generate sample 
realizations for the vector stochastic process of variables in the economy. We 
couId then obtain some time series statistics: autoccrrelation functions, 
cross-correlation functions for pairs of variables, impulSE responsES 0+ the 
system to innovations in any one variable, decompositions of variante 04 
forecast errors, and others. Functions like these have been used in previous 
ampirlcal researeh to eharaeterize the stoehastie propertles of univariate time 
series data as well as the intertemporal, dynamie interrelations between sets of 
variables. Therefore, the statistic5 obtained from the model eould be compared 
with similar anes obtained from actual time series data, and srna!! distances 
between these functions be used as criteria lor goodness of fit of the modelo 
Unfortunately, the sam2 analytical difficulties we nave mentioned aboye 
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make this data generation proces5 a non trivial task. We utiliza hÉr~ a method 
suggested in Sims [8J and already utilized in Novales [7J, to obtaln explielt 
equilibrium solutians ta nanlinear ratianal expeetations models. The method 
daes not need a elased form solution to toe model, but requires sorne analysls so 
as ta guarantee stability af the obtained salutian. 
The econorny we consider is described in section 2, whereas in section 3 
we propase the applieation of the so!ution methad ta this particular modelo 
SEctian 3 cantains a diseussian of the ealibratlan of the mode!, while In 
seetion 4 we present the numeriea! resu!ts that summarize the dynamle properties 
of the modelo The paper eloses with some eonelusians and suggestions far 
further work. 
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ECONOMY. 
Let us cansider a single cammadity econamy with a contínuum af 
agents. ¡he cammadity can either be cansumed ar used as capital. 
of capital at time t is an input __ in~~KÉ productian of time. t+L __ _ 
ces, accardíng ta the praductian functían: 
y t + 1 = f (K t ' ~ t + 1 ) 
y i s a pasítive canstant with r > max!O ; BK~2/2JínfEsupport Et) I , 
a stochastic process. The amunt praduced each periad is therefore a 
fundian 0+ the previaus periad st ock af capital. 
At each time t , the cast af varying the stock 0+ capital is given 
~JJJJJJ_K J~_'J,JJK,K,'J
'!'(f(t ,Kt - 1 ) = ~/2· (f(t-Kt_¡lL _____ _ 
TMis quadratic specification for the adjustment casts of capital has 
very popular in previous research (see references in the introduction). 
convenisnce and interpretation of this assumpticn have been discussed in 
references and will not be repeated Mere. 
We assume tMe following single periad utility function for the typical 
ano 
is not time separable, for ít makes the utility 0+ current cansumptian a 
of last period's consumptian. Fram the functional form in (2.3), we 
nterpret the nanseparability as reflecting a distaste for rapid changes in 
tonsumption values. 
Consumers behave as priee takers and solve the 
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gether with (2.1)-(2.3) and Ct , Kt ~ ° far all qo . Since there are randorn 
ocks to technology, this becomes an cptimization problem under uncertainty. 
information set Ct based an which the condltional expectatian Et is 
alculated is assumed to cantain: {Y t - s ' Ct - s -¡' Kt - s - 1' siO}. In what 
ollows, we reserve the notation Ut for the perlod t utillty, and denote by 
the lifetime discount~ aggregate utility. 
A change in consumption at time t changes nat only the utility of 
periad, but' next periad's utility as well, due to the 
separability of preferences. The marginal lifetime utility of current 
sumption then is, 
ieh can be seen to_.b2. a.random variable ta be realized at time t+l lt i s 
introduce the process of disccunted marginal utility of eurrent 
6) 
again, is a random variable at time t 
lt is shown in the appendix that the following 15 a necessary 
condition for optimallty of an interior solution, 
To Interpret this condition, let us define the net reve"ue function at 
_________________________ ~4_ 
t an last periad's capital stock as the gross autput praduced at time t 
the adjustment costs of capital between t-l and t: 
= r + K e '1' )2 + w (1' l' )2 
'·t-l - 2' l 't-l- OC Et - ~K 't-'t-l 
can be seen to depend on the current stock of capital as we11. Consider 
partial derivatives: 
¡f the current stock of capital is aboye last period's Kt - 1 and we 
rease Kt by one unit, the return at time t Dn Kt _! then increases. The 
result Is obtalned when Kt Is below Kt - 1 and we Increase Kt. In this 
conomy, an Increase of a unlt In the stock of capital requires of a decrease In 
~bnsumptlon af one unlt plus the marginal cost of adjustlng the stock of 
capital. That may add to more or less than a decrease of one unil oi cornmodity 
in consumptlon, depending on whether the difference Kt -K t - 1 Is positiva or 
negative From (2.8), the total change In current consumption needed to 
¡ncrease the stock of capital by one unit Is therefore glven by: l-IRt/IKt 
TM. addltional unlt of capital at time t has two real effects at 
time t+l : a) it increases production (that is, output at time t+l1 by the 
marginal product: 1-8· (Kt-oc), and b) it contributes tD tha adjustment costs to 
be paid at t+l, since tha stock of capital is now one unit largar. TMa 
aggregate affect i5 therefore given by 'Rt+!/'Kt . Consumption at time t+l 
can be increased by the net amount of these two effects. The impliad utility 
gain at t+l should exactly compensate the utility loss from having decreased 
consumption at time t to galn one additional unit of capital. But that is 
exactly the message in (2.7), which can be written: 
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In equilibrium, the representative agent Is Indlfferent between his 
Ion and a movement along his feasible set that invalvas giving up enough 
consumptlon so aS to increase the stock of capital by one unit anti 
tomorrow the output increment produced by this change. 
Recently, different models have obtained and tested implications of 
'The marginal utility of consumption behaves as a first arder Markov 
ess' (see Hall [2J, for e:<ample). The model in this paper ShONS that with 
ustment costs of capital the condition is somewhat different. 1f we denote: 
3R t 
it = f, .-----
3K t _¡ 
define then, multiplying through (2.7) b.-y----ft--we-grl-! 
With a time separable utility of consumption, the marginal utility 
discounted by the random factor ft is a martingale process. When the utility 
lunctian Is not time separable, the discounted marginal utility It 'W t then 
satisfies a condition which is weaker than a martingala: the current predictions 
of any two consecutive future values are the same. (notice that with our 
specified utility function, 
measurablel . 
. W ~t' t is Út+l-measurable and i s 
This result reduces to Hall's under hisset of assumptions: Time 
separability of preferences implies that Et E~tttl = tt .Wt . Furthermore, 
without costs of adjustment, toen 1t+¡/tt is equal to the discount fa-ctcr /l 
times the marginal productivity of capital, equal to one plus the real rata of 
interest. Therefors, under those conditions, we have: 
6 
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Et Wt +1 = -·----.W t 
8 1 +r t 
Wt is the marginal utility of consumption, which is Hall 's resulto All 
different degrees of generalization of Hall 's result about the 
of consumptian as a first order Markov process when the utility 
is time separable and approximately quadratic in a neighborhood of the 
steady .tate value of consumptian, and the interest rate Is 
"" 00 •• 00" O 
One way to introduce interest rates in the model is by defining the real rate 
time t 
+ r,¡.. = 
• 
to be equal to the marginal rate of time preference: 
This condition arises from the utility maximization prablem the 
sol ves in the case when there are some investment opportunities (this 
in appendix 21. Under uncertainty, the equilibrium rates of return on 
ts in the economy would be equal to the gross real rate of interest. 
uncertai nty enters our model, Vie get here a weaker condition: 
E. --------------------. 8 ------ = , 
just a rewriting of (2.91, and shaws that in the conditianal expectation 
he equilibrium return on capital 15 equal to the rate of time 
ce. Unfortunately, we cannot canclude that the twa rates are the same 
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SOLUTION OF THE MODEL. 
The model in the previous section has been shown to produce interesting 
relations among consumption, capital, interest rates and output. Tne 
t presence of nonlinearities and expectations of futura variables in the 
librium conditions prevent liS from obtaining the closed form solution that 
d be needed to analytically characterize the model '5 properties regarding 
interrelationships among these variables. An alternativa way to analyze the 
could be to generate equilibrium time series realizations that would be 
to compute statistics (autocorrelation functions, cross-correlation 
ctions, impulse response functions), that would summarize th. dynarnics of the 
omy under study. Unfortunately, this alternative approach is far from 
to the presence of the conditional expectations in the equilibrium 
The equilibrium in the econorny described in the previous section is 
racterized by the set of optimality conditions: 
the budget constraint: 
together with th. exprassion for the marginal utility of consumption: 
8 
al = -in+b+8'b) a~ = b ,so that 
~ 
is not realized 
The equilibrium conditions (3.1)-(3.5) are five equations in 
t' Ct' ~·t' Yt , rt, 't}~=o' Actually, we are not one equation short, for we 
not specified yet a stochastic representation for the technology shock '. 
-
could be used to obtain reali2ations for it. Equivalently, this means 
the model needs of an additional condition to be closed. The difficulties 
mentioned suggest that arbitrary ways of closing the model .ill not in 
allow us to solve the modelo In particular, assuming that 't follows 
ARIMA representation will let us generate realizations for 't' 
.ill not allow us to use these realizations in (3.1)-(3.5) to generate data 
all the other variables, again due to the simultaneous presence oi 
itional expectations and nonlinearities. 
In arder to follow that approach, the expectations in (3.1)-(3.4) 
an important difficulty, because that ¡ncreases the number of variables to 
for, given that we then have not only realized current and past values of 
. 
iables, but the values taken by the conditional expectations of future 
as well. 
We clase the model by considering the process: 
The reason to date the process Zt as in (3.6) is that .ith the 
utility function (2.5), the discounted marginal utility is a variable to 
be realized at time t+l . The process Zt can be used to write the optimality 
Condition (3,1) as: 
(3.7) 
~sumption !.- Zt is a stationary process that admits a first arder autoregressive 
representation: 
9 
Vt is L, Ld., and IAI (1 • 
This amounts to assuming Granger causal priority of Zt with respect 
other variables in the economy. However, the Granger cJ""~s_aijlJioritó 
as we usually think of it applies to linear models, and it is unclear 
assumption made above implies about the Granger causal properties o. 
mption and capital, the two components in the process Zt. One would 
s that the Branger causal priority of Zt can be compatible with aimost any 
causal ordering among et , Kt and ali the other variables in the 
the modeI must be done in a way that achieves stability of the implied 
We can analy!e the stabi!ity properties of the mode! by constructing 
approximatlon around its steady state. Equations (2.5) and (2.7) can 
* * * oximated arounó the steady state values (W , K , • ) by: 
- (l-U w*. [~KElJil'EiJ~)+~KÉKil o 
-1 
Q(.) is the lag polynomial (3.5) that defines W as a function of 
, future and past consumptlon values. Suppose we now complete the system 
third row of the form: [E F O l, in whieh the last entry Is taken to 
simplifies the computatlons of the elgenvalues of the 
matrix. It Is not hard to show that If E is :ero, the resultlng 
determinant with a unit root. on the other hand, If F Is 
be !ero, then the determlnant Is a quadratic, wlth at least one oi~~ __ .. __ 
the unit cirele, and consequently, the system Is not stable • 
. Therefore, we neEd to clase the system with an assumptlon on the 
10 
hastie distribution of a funetion of both, \~ t and Kt Suppose that we 
autoregression: B (Ll ·1 W t . [ ! + W • (/( t - K t -1 ) J 1 = l't+l The third ro. of 
matrix then becomes: 
[ B (U * B (L)·W ·w· (l-U O ] 
the lag polynomial determinant has as roots those of B (L) together with: 
-w' (1-8) 
L = ------------
-fU· (1-8)+8·8 
ieh needs of the relation: fU > e·B/(I-I). This Inequality is of eourse a 
straint on the ehosen parameter values when numerically solving the modal. _ 
-
_ill be stable so long as this condition among the parameter values 
satisfied and the autoregression f~r Zt is chosen to be stationary. Qur 
tion (3.8) is just one sueh stationary autoregression. 
soluti 
With assumption 1, equation (3.8) then becomes: 
'''-.-------------- ----_._- -------
ch gives us the conditional elpeetation formula: 
suggests that: 
(3. 10) 
+ ~t +2 
11 
Etryt+2=O. Again, the date in 0t+2 comes about because Wt +1 is realizad at 
t+2. As a consequence of (3.10) , 0t is a flrst order movlng average 
m shock: 
where 1t is a white noise. 
atlons (3.6) anti (3.10) together glve us: 
K = t + -
w 
- 1 
-1 -1 A(fl -A) Zt-l+(fl -A-j)')1 
+ °t+l 
-8.(Kt _1-o:) 
recursive formula to determine the equllibrium path of capital 
cumulation as a functlon of the process Zt 
terest rate Is given by: 
The equllibrlum value of the 
1 -8· (K t _1-od 
------ - 1 = -------------------------------------- - 1 
-1 -1 A(B -A) 'Zt+Cfl -A-j)·u 
8 .-------------------------
-8· (Kt-o:) 
Starting from inltial conditions (Zo,Ko,l o ) and a parameter vector 
( 2 2 A,J1,fi,~,o:,8'~v'~É)' anti drawing a random reaJization for the vector process 
(Vt.!t), we can then use (3.8) and (3.11) to generate time series for Zt anti 
0t' and them together with 1(0 in (3.12) to generate a time series for Kt 
After that, (3.10) can be used to get a time series for Wt • The final step ls 
to recover the equillbrium path of consumption from (3.5), the expression for 
Ihe marginal utllity of consumption Wt , whlch can be written: 
wi t h : 
12 
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(n+b+f,. b 1 
Q (l) = 1 - ---------.L 
a.b 
+ _,L 2 
f, 
"" ;.," 
.. 
d therefore, we have for each time t the identity: 
a. b 
Let Al and A2 denote the two roots of the lag polynomial Q(l) 
be obtained fram: 
n+b+f,.b 
a.b 
Siven a value for the discount factor a ,then a choice oi Al 
determines the value of A. and finally, a value of n glves us the value of 
4 
b by: 
b = 
Let U5 aS5ume that the roots are chosen 50 that 
then expand (3.141 forward: 
<3. 15) 
lA 1: > 1 , jA.I<1 • ,le can 
L 
We want to use (3.15) , together with a realization of the process of 
marginal utility Wt to compute the corresponding realization for consumption. 
Clearly, in order to do so, we will have to truncate the infinita sum in (3.151 
at sorne t+T, and use the approximation: 
13 
1 ( T -i \ Ct +1 = A~KC .. + --- ---- - El=! Al • Wt +i ) ~ - a.b 1.1-1 
Henee, to generate a consumption series, we ehoose a 
value of n determines the values of b and Al • 
be used to start from an initial eondition to get 
A~ value, which 
4 
Equation 13.16) ean 
If we assume that w .. 
-
a eonsumption 
* W ) on the is roughly eonstant (and equal to 
interval [t+T,ID) , the approximate error due to truneation at (3.16) is 
given by: 
w* ! 
~K b 
This error will elearly be smaller the bigger the absolute value of 
and the larger the number T of terms ineluded in the approxirnation. Finally, 
a time series for output from (3.4), and a realization for Et frem 
lt is therefore clear that the autoregression (3.8) does not introduce a 
't into the model, for Et and 't are one an exaet function of the 
However, the nonlinear nature 0+ this relationship i~pliÉs that 
stoehastie assumptions made on 't will not translate into similar properties 
Et. In particular we will show that even when 't is independently and 
Identieally distributed over time, the teehnology shoek Et may be 
autoeorrelated. 
Nonuniqueness of the solution: 
Linear rational expectations models are characterized by not having, 
in general, a unique solution. The analytieally more.eomplex nonlinear models 
are not different in that respeet. An adavantage of our solution method 15 to 
clearly point out the souree of nonuniqueness in the modelo For the one in this 
Paper, we have just shown that any stationary autoregression assumed for the 
process Zt will produce a stationary, and henee aeeeptable, solution. 
14 
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EMPIRICAl RESUlTS. 
The deterministic steady state of the model prevides sorne guidance in 
parameter values for the simulations. Those values are chos.n 50 that 
implied steadys state values of the variibles are close te the enes in 
detrended time series data. In general, it is not possible to match the 
state values for all the variables, for the model imposes restrictions 
ng those values which do not hold in actual data. For example, the budget 
straint (2.51 implies that the steady stat values of consumption and output 
the same. This observation, while being important because it introd·uces a 
traint the parameter values to be used when solving the model is not however 
that emerges from actual time series data. 
To obtain the deterministic steady state of the economy we set the 
the random shoÚsequal to their ··uncondi tional mean (zero) at all 
to get: 
( /l 1-.-1 /l ~ (1- ~~~) .-1-1; ,>-8- ' ,' ) (Z*,K*,W*,C*,r*,y*) = ---- «+-----; ---; --------+r+o: , 1-A e j-A 26 . 
we can see, i.s independent of the values of Al and 1.2 . 
The monthly discountfactor was chosen I = .997 , which implies annual 
rate values fluctuating around 3.6 'l.. The parameters in the 
-autoregression were chosen A = .90, /l = .03, and a, = 3.10-4 . Values of 
ciose to 1.0 are plausible because one would expect z. , to be a smooth 
Variations in the value of A in that range did not produce any 
iceable change in the results. The value of ~ just affects the mean values 
the series but not the model's stochastic properties. 
The values of n and ~ affect just the average consumption and 
capital stock values. They were chosen to be n = .00165 and oc = 380.0 , 
which imply steady state values of consumption and the stock of capital equal to 
424.24 and 374.0, respectively. 
The value of w was chesen to be 1.0 which implles that 
* ~'Eh -0:1 = -6.0, well below -1.0 , the necessary ceníJition to guaraM"tee 
15 
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ility of the solution. The value of e affects the size of the 
of the generated time series. A value of e = .0005 produced 
ausible size fluctuations. As a consequence of the restriction we mentioned 
r must be 47.24. We chose the nonstationary root of 
to be Al = 1.20, which implies values A2 = .835 and b = .0289 
with different values of Al preved that choice not to produce 
important change in the results. The value of p in the moving average 
resentati on (3.11) for ryt was chosen to be .25 
10- 4 . While the value ef 
and the standard 
p is mainly irrelevant 
the results, the value of the variance is very important to obtain 
opriate fluctuations in the solutions. 
With these parameter values we generated monthly time series for 
We then tried to replicate actual data collection by 
umulating the flows of output and consumption over a quarter and averaging 
interest rate values. These aggregated/averaged series were used in all the 
utations. A total of 50 simulations were run and we calcul.ted the sample 
s and standard deviations for all the statistics we obtained. Al! the 
sults we present are these sample means, whereas the numbers in brackets are 
e standard deviations.obtained from the empirical distribution. Since we 
itted the first 10 quarters from all the computations to minimize sampling 
or, a tatal oi 90 observations were available. A number of them had to be 
in each case depending on the number of lags envolved in the calculus. 
To characterize the stochastic properties of the univarlate time 
produced by the model we computed the autocorrelation and partia! 
locorrelation functions for output, interest rates and consumption, which can 
seen in tabla 1. Thare 15 evidence In these functlons that consumption and 
each be represented by an AR(2) model, and interest rates by an 
modelo These short autoregressions for output and consumption 
data well. Another interesting observation is that the simulated 
hnclogy shock shows important serial correlation, and seems to be well 
representad by an AR(!) model with coefficient .94. Autocorrelation In Ihe 
technology shock is a majar reBson to produce the serial correlation in output 
Ihat we observe in table 1 as well as in actual output data. 
16 
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In table 2 we see that there is a weak positive effect fram interest 
lagged 1 to 4 quarters to output, as well as a weak negative effect fram 
to interest rates 1 to 3 quarters ahead. ¡hese series are 
oraneously uncorrelated. The contemporaneous correlatlo" between 
and output is very important and extends up to 3 quarters in eaeh 
This property matches a characteristic 0+ actual time series data, 
that in actual data the correlation extends to a longer periodo lt is 
after these two observations to see that the correlations between 
rates and consumption have the 5ame characteristics as those between 
rates and output. 
The impulse responses of bivariate systems to shocks in one variable 
table ., ~ . Output has a smooth negative response to an Interest 
nnovation, recoverlng after more than two years. lhis is the type of 
. se of output to nominal rates in actual data. The interest rates In our 
are real, so these two similar results would just be comparable with no 
. uncertainty. 
The response of consumption to an interest rate innovatlon 15 
for two quarters and then hecomes negative until it recovers to zero. 
sponses of interest rates to output or consumptlon Innovatlons are 
ly posltlve to then become negatlve. In either case they just last for 
6 quarters. 
-The hessian of the utillty function (2.3) is a tridlagonal matrix: 
all a,~ K~ O O O O 
.321 a?'":I a,,~ O J~ ~~ O O 
O a32 a '<~ a34 
·N 
(J O 
. . 
O O O O 
17 
a·· = 1 1 
i fl • B , B = JEn+b·El+,~)J 
= fli+l. b 
i=O, ••• ,T 
This matrix can be decomposed (see Johnson and Riess (3J) as the product 
of the matrices: 
1 O O O u 11 812 O O o 
!~ 21 1 O O O u22 a:23 O 
O x32 O U: 
O 
. . . 
O O O :'T-l,T O O 
IHI = ILI.IUI = IUI = nI Uii 
Under our parameter choice, the values of the uii elements alternate 
sign starting with negative, and consequently, for these parameter values, 
lifetime utility (2.5) is a concave function. 
=':":"~::K:J Equations (3.5) and (3.9) imply the forecasting formula: 
= ------------------------
a nonlinaar function of Zt+2 and Kt +1, given Kt. That conditional 
is a nonlinaar function of Zt and Kt. Howevar, that formula dces 
to identify any particular linear stochastic structure for 
and hence, does not produce any incansistency with the set of 
tions made above. In particular, it i5 consistent with the first order 
oregression for Zt assumed in (3.8)'. 
18 
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3.- An alternative estimatioo strategy would start by postulating a ="--"--
arder autaregression far the marginal utility of comsumption. For 
implicity, we assume a first arder autoregression: 
.18) Wt +1 = B.W t + b + <t+l 
Along a stationary equilibrium path, consumption will fluctuate around 
steady state and consequentely, the discounted marginal utility of 
sumption would go to zero. In arder not to impose any restriction on the 
ameters of (3.18), we chose to make our assumption on the undiscounted, 
the discounted marginal utility. Then, from (3.7): 
suggests the specification: 
Et - 1f t+l=O but Etft+l may be different from zero. Jf we nOH use Qur 
'nition of the process Zt: 
weget: 
is a non linear sscand arder difference equation on (W
t
, Kt) with 
near coefficients, which makes impossible to analy:e the equilibrium of the 
in a way like the one we suggested in section 3 • 
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We have analyzed in this paper the role that costs of adjustment of 
imal capital stock play on the equilibrium deterrnination of interest 
Considering endogenous rates of interest in optimal capital accumulation 
s creates difficulties, since the implied decision rules ara nonlinear. 
uncertainty, these decision rules will also include expectations 0+ future 
bIes, and that combination of things makas impossible the use of standar 
for the analysis of dynamic economic models. 
A general method that has recently besn introduced is utilized tD 
the nonliner rational expectations model in this papero The method allows 
er.sration Df equilib-riurn time series data that can be used to characterize 
el '5 properties concerning the interrelations between output, 
tion, capital and interest rates. lt is shown in the paper that our 
e general equilibrium model Df capital accumulation Is able to explain sorne 
orrelation propertles as well as interesting cross-correlations that are 
ved In actual time series data. 
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Consider the consumer's optlmlzation problem: 
constraints: 
Ct + Kt - Kt-f+ 
Yt = r - ~'IhtJl 
Ct ' Kt ~ o 
~ 
"n. 1-1<[-*t --r)· = y t 
2 
- 0:) +!t 
Following the approach in Kushner [ .• J, there exists a sequence of random 
e multlpllers (At} such that: 
and = O íf C >0 t 
if K > 1) t 
transversality condition: 
11m fit'KT.A T = O T 
denotes the operator expectation conditional on the sigma algebra ~t 
of 0t' a set which includes current and past declsion and states. 
condltional expectation of any current declsion variable Is that same 
A s s u m i n 9 a n I n ter i O r s o l u t ion, i. e., C t, K t > O lit a n d u sin 9 s tan dar d 
ties of the conditional expectaj:J_ºn operator, we get: 
EtVC.,ll+w.aKt l = Et{At+l' Cl-BIKt-0:l+w.t.Kt+1J} = 
Et(Et+l{At+l[1-eIKt-lXl+w.aKt+1J» = Et([1-BIl(t-IXl+w.&Kt+1J·Et+1At+1) = 
Et(Cl-eIKt-IX)+W.t.Kt+1J·Et+1VCH,) = Et(Et+l{[1-eIKt-,,)+W.&Kt+1J.VCH,}) = 
Et([1-eIKt-0:)+W.t.Kt+1J·VC.+,} 
APPENDIX 2.- In arder to clarify the equilibrium relationships among real 
interest rates, the marginal rate of return on capital, and the marginal rate of 
time preference, we split now the optimization problem in appendix 1 into two 
problerns, that 0+ a representative consumer who lends to the single firrn in tne 
econorny, ccnsumlng each perlad his endowment net of this loans, and the problem 
Df a firm which takes care of production, borrows from consumers Ithat is, 
issues sorne one period bonds St which are sold to consumers), and distributes 
sorne dividends Y~ to the owners, in this case, the representative eonsumer in 
the economy. 
Consider nON the optimization problem of a consumer "hose only 
possibility of transfering resouree. over time is by buying bonds (lending) from 
the production firm in the eeonomy: 
subjeet to: 
givenr_l,C_ 1 and B_ 1 and taking the sequences 
rhe optimality conditions, as a function of the random Lagrange multipliers 
!" , ID ~oKtJ· t=o are: 
and = O if Ct < O 
and = O if Bt > O 
and the transversality eondition: 
Jim cr.Br = O 
T 
which imposes a bound on the rate of growth of savlngs. But Bt is a floN variable, 
not a stock, and one would expect it to converge to a finite steady state value. Ji 
consumption behaves in a similar fashion, then the transversality condition Ni11 be 
satisfied. 
Assuming an interior solution, then: 
nce: 
Et+1V C,. , = Et+1S t +1 
EtVC •• , = EtS t +1 
Et "t = (l+rt) .Eto t +1, 
l+rt 
EtV C• 
= -----------
E V t C.t +1 
which implies: 
then: 
.>, . 
. :-" 
,_,ó:~, '\:, , .• , ·,b:;~~i,:K:KKc:;;:;:':é,~KK:;;;:K::;KJ~'K;;K;¿~~~~K2KK,~~''':''::';K,~KK:::~;,K, .• ~~K:~K~i: .. ~~':" __ .0'--
b ) 
lf we now ccnsider the optimization problem of a firm which maximizos 
the expected present value of the stream of dividends distributed among the 
owners each perlad: 
'y* 
, t ' 
~d) '* Ea ¿ t=o Dt·V't K ' ID t" t =0 
where Dt ls a generlc sequence of discount factors used by the firm, and the 
problem Is sol ved subject to the sequence of constraints: 
* Yt+B t = y t + (1+rt-l)·B t _1 ~ + Kt - Kt - 1 + (w/2)· (Kt-K t - 1) ~ 
Yt = r - ~'Eht_lJo:)2 + Et 
Then, the following optimality condltlons must hold at each time t 
and = O if Bt) O 
and = O 
and = O if * y t > O 
as well as the transversality condition: 
imposes a bound on the rate of growth of the stock of capital. 
Assuming an interior sOlution, Le., v\, B
t
, Kt )- O lit, then: 
Et l1 t Et Dt l+r t = -------- = --------
Etr1t+l EtDt+l 
Etr¡t = EtDt 
Et/ rit+l' (J-6(K t -o:l+w. áK t +1 J ¡ = Et r r¡t [J+w. áK t JI 
Suppose that the firm uses as a 
tility of the representative shareholder. 
to (2) and (5) becomes: ' 
(random) discDunt 
Dt = VCt ' Then 
From (4) we 
dom variable Yt+l have that the difference between unpredictable as of time t : r¡t 
factor the marginal 
(4) becomes 
and is a 
· _,o .. _ .. " • .:.., '.; •• _.'. . 
. ;. ";"'~:K, O/'.' ,', •• ,- K~ ~"K ,~K 
',:>.,CO"·,C·.:,.:C,"· ~·~~'i::,';;K ~i~~:;: .. ::_:¿i2¿:K:'i'~'_::J"~~~i~:':":K~KK:'~:,~is~~_:: 
with Etrt+l = O. We then have: 
Et!
Q
t+l·[1-e(Kt -<d+"'l!.Kt+1 J ! = Ed (VCt +,+l't+2) '(1-e(f(t-'X)+W'M:t+1J) = 
= EtIVCt+l·(1-e(Kt-mJ+"'l!.Kt+1J) + Et l't+2·(1-S(K t -m)+W'l!.K t
+
1
J! 
and the second term in this sum is equal to: 
Analogously, 
and the second terrn in this surn is equal to: 
and therefore, equation (S) becornes identical te (1), the first order condition 
in the fir;t of our optirnization probIems. 
Actually, all that is needed to get this result is that the firrn USes 
a discount factor Dt such that EtDt = EtVCt ' What this mean; is that the firm disceunts by the current expectld value of the marginal utility of current consumption. 
;-.0- :-'--
.'.' . 
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